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ASPECT4 Foundation Y22Q2 

The following corrections in Y22Q2 are described per product and conclude with a description 

of the updating process. 

 

ASPECT4 Client 

This update contains the latest ASPECT4 Client and associated portal 

Client Release Notes  

Column rules are created incorrectly if several rules are created in the same column 

If several rules were created on the same column, these were saved incorrectly. This is no 

longer the case. 

High DPI screen resolution 

In the future, the ASPECT4 Client window will scale according to the scaling selected on the 

individual Windows screen. i.e. it changes size together with other Windows applications. This 

is seen as a need when screens have high resolutions and where the ASPECT4 Client would 

otherwise be shown very small. 

Quick filter on negative numbers 

Quick filter (search in the bottom right corner) on small negative numbers/amounts – i.e. 

between 0 and -1.00 (e.g. -0.25) is now possible. 

Filters with higher values 

In certain situations, where filters are set up with a very high value (numerous 9 figures) as the 

final value in 'between' filters, this can cause the application to fail. 

Updated icons 

All icons have been updated to support the higher screen resolutions. It has also been given an 

updated look. Where these were previously image files in different resolutions there is now a 

graphic definition, with 'on-the-fly' used to create the image in the current resolution. 
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ASPECT4 Business Connector 

This update contains the latest ASPECT4 Business Connector 

Client Release Notes  

ABC profile – position-based 

It is now possible to enter more than 999 in the position fields. 

Attachment via ABC 

Via a new destination, it is now possible to attach received files to the Attachment in the ABC. 

This is managed via document category, alias and value. Select the file to be attached 

OCR scanning via ABC 

For example, a PDF file can be received via an ABC profile. This file is OCR-scanned via 

DocManager. Subsequently, via application 242 Maintain OCR definition, 243 Search lists and 

244 Rules for OCR field mapping, you can set up how the individual file looks and then create 

an ABC document via this setup. Received files can be viewed in appl. 245°OCR Operations 

via restart received files. 

Licence key must be purchased 

Attachment calls ABC profile 

Via the settings in the application '0261 – Document categories', an ABC profile can be called 

up when the file is attached to the document category. Stepping-stone keys are now included 

and these can be retrieved via model EA0110RJ in the enrichment. 

Table extensions 

The ABC document and Document destination tables have been expanded with a timestamp 

field 'start of processing'.  

Retrieve other files from the FTP server – executed by trigger file 

If you want to wait for the retrieval of file(s) based on another flow/file (e.g. executed by a pair 

of trigger files), then it is now possible to call up Appl. 654 via a Destination on the ABC 

setup. For example, if the file [filename_001.xml] can only be retrieved and processed once 

[filename_001.ready] has been processed.  
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ASPECT4 Robotics  

 

ASPECT4 Workflow  

This update contains the latest ASPECT4 Workflow 

Client Release Notes  

Maintenance of process definition 

The following changes have been made: 

• In the overview of the process definition header and the process definition header itself, 

the history of when information somewhere in the process definition was last changed 

is now displayed. 

• In the case of process parameters, maintenance of fields for when images are to be 

deleted on parameters that are 'Image (image concept)' has been moved from an option 

to the main screen for process parameters. 

 

 

Client Release Notes  

Robot timeout 

A robot could wait forever for response from an application – typically in situations with 

misalignment between the expected and actual response in the robot definition. This is now 

changed to a default timeout length of 2 minutes. The default value can be set to another value 

if some robots must wait for more than 2 minutes. 

Override of group/company/stock for robots executed from ABC 

When importing values to a robot execution from a spreadsheet it is now possible to override 

group, company and stock. By this it is possible to build robots that can be controlled by 

spreadsheets in more than one group/company/stock setup. The override takes place when one 

or more of the fields GROUP, COMPANY and/or STOCK are included. 

Set robot user when executed by 654 

Originally a robot executed by a 654 job was run by the user EDBGRP and this was not 

an  appropriate approach. It has been changed and now the robot is run by the user that also 

started the 654 job. 
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Images 

It is now possible to take images (in the CrossPad task list) and save these to a parameter for 

the process instance. The images that have been taken can be seen in all task lists (in the client, 

in CrossPad and web approval). For example, the images can also be transferred to an 

attachment. 

In purely technical terms, the images are saved in the ASPECT4 image concept (tables 

AS4BLOT1, AS4IMGT1 and T2). 

In the parameter definition (application 0W00), the parameter must be marked with the input 

type 'Image (image concept)' and have the type 'String'. 

The parameter is attached to the process definitions in the normal way. Via a shortcut to 

'additional information', you can decide whether the individual image should be deleted in the 

ASPECT4 image concept when the process instance is complete or interrupted. Mark if you 

want to delete the image (if the information is not created, the image will NOT be deleted). 

Read more about images in the function description AWF_IMAGE and about transferring 

images to an attachment in the function description AWF_ATTACH. 

Save errors in faulty tasks 

When performing automatic tasks, these are transferred to 'faulty tasks' if the module call 

performed returns error information. This will stop the execution of the process instance. 

As something new, it is now possible to 'capture' the error messages from the module call and 

retrieve the error texts and save them in one or more workflow parameters. 

This is done by setting up the module call, specifying response keywords that point to the error 

information and specifying which workflow parameter must contain the error information: 

▪ with the specification RESPONSE.SYS.MSGTXTS[&parameter name], the specified 

parameter is completed with the error texts that the module returns. 

▪ there are several other details (see the application description for module call, 0W09). 

By specifying one or more of the above, the automatic task does not transfer to 'faulty 

tasks'. However, it will move on to the next task in the process. As a starting point, this 

should be a task that shows the errors so that a task processor can handle them. 
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'Later follow-up' can be controlled by authorization 

In the ASPECT4 workflow task list in the CrossPad app, you will find the button 'Later follow-

up', which 'removes' a task from the CrossPad task list. This button is now authorization-

controlled via 'workflow authorizations' (application 0W21) by its own authorization (it was 

previously controlled by whether the user had to select the task). 

Similarly, the button 'Show task in CrossPad' in the ASPECT4 client is also controlled by its 

own authorization. 

WFM documents to new document archive (attachments) 

Documents created via a process instance and other documents (images, PDF etc.) associated 

with a process instance can now be transferred as attachments and seen in the relevant places 

on the same terms as documents that have been manually attached. It is a prerequisite however 

that documents are saved on the IFS. These can be both moved and copied to attachment (if the 

document is to be deleted or retained in the workflow). 

See much more about how this is set up in the function description AWF_ATTACH. 

WFM error message via EEM 

A message is now sent to the EEM in the following situations: 

• When executing automatic tasks, these can sometimes malfunction. In addition to 

already sending an email to the task processor handling the error, which is set up in 

application 0W13, a message is now also sent to the EEM under the message 

UMC0113, which relevant users can subscribe to. 

• When executing SQL expressions, both when reading and updating, and there are SQL 

errors (determined as errors where the expression is incorrect), a message is sent to the 

EEM under the message UMC0114, which relevant users can subscribe to. 

See also the function description AWF_DEBUG. 
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Path and document name retrieval functions 

There are 3 new @ functions in the formula language in the workflow. 

The @ function @EXTRACTFILEPATH allows you to get the path name from a parameter 

containing the complete path and document name (e.g. retrieved with the function 

@AWFGETDOCUMENT). Similarly, the @EXTRACTFILENAME function finds the file 

name in the complete path and the @EXTRACTFILEEXT function finds the file extension 

(type). 

This may be relevant if a document has been created in a workflow process and you need to 

save the file name in a table outside the workflow, for example. 

 

ASPECT4 Foundation 

This update contains the latest ASPECT4 Foundation 

Client Release Notes  

ABI configuration on SaaS machines 

On SaaS machines, only the types that are local (for an environment) are displayed for ordinary 

users. 

Tutorials 

New e-learning concept in ASPECT4. The new shortcut icon (right side of the application tab 

bar) in the ASPECT4 client will direct the user to the area tutorials, which are built in a three-

part structure corresponding to domains and subdomains in the solution. Below the subdomain 

level are various main processes, and this is also the level that one might call a "tutorial". Such 

a tutorial will typically consist of a series of steps, which will thus be the overall training 

material for the overall process. 

Tutorials are built and organized in the application "Tutorials setup" (0117). 

Certain message members could not be maintained in the ASPECT4 Client 

This has now been changed so that all message members can be maintained in ASPECT4 

Client. 
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ASPECT4 DocManager 

This update contains the latest ASPECT4 DocManager 

Client Release Notes  

PDF retrieved from URL 

The DocumentSendTo function can now retrieve a PDF file from the URL. 

Email – SSL TLS version 1.2 and above 

In DocManager’s settings for sending emails, you can now specify that the TLS version must 

be >= 1.2 if you use SSL. Use this setting if your mail provider requires it. 

 

 

Installation activities BEFORE loading 

•   

Console screen 

A console screen ('green screen') must be used for all of the installation activities 

mentioned here (the ASPECT4 Client may not be used). 

•   

Receiving software 

Sign in with your own user and execute 'Install ASPECT4 software' (application 

0590). Execute with 'Receipt' (option 1). 

  

Loading 

•   

EGSERVER or VAP subsystem 

The EGSERVER subsystem must be closed. This is done with the command: 

ENDSBS SBS(EGSERVER) DELAY(30) ENDSBSOPT(*NOJOBLOG). 

(When loading in test, it is not necessary to close EGSERVER, but make sure that 

everything is shut down in the test environment. When EGSERVER has been 

restarted during the night, you will be able to use the test environment again. 

Alternatively, everything can be restarted again via the application 0653) 
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•   

Installation  

When EGSERVER has stopped (checked using WRKSBS), the update must be 

installed. This is done in the application 'Install ASPECT4 software' (0590). Select 

option 2 'Install'. 

•   
Remember to sign off AFTER the update has been installed. 

Installation activities AFTER loading 

 

•   

Sign off and sign on again. 

This update contains new menu programs that must be activated. The logged-in user 

performs an extra sign-off and sign-on before other users are added to the 

environment. 

If the new menu programs are not activated, it may take a long time to sign on.  

•   

Conversion runs 

Sign on again with your own user. 

Select application 0690 'Conversion runs'. Select system 400. Initiate conversion with 

F16.  

It is important that the conversion takes place in the environment that is to be 

updated. 

•   

Start EGSERVER (or VAP) 

The EGSERVER subsystem must be started. On a command line, use the command 

STRSBS SBSD (EGSERVER). With EGSERVER, all servers mentioned in 

application 0653 are started automatically. 

(If other updates need to be installed that require EGSERVER not to be started, 

please wait until later). 

•   DocManager must be restarted on the machines where it has already been installed. 

(This can only be done once EGSERVER (or VAP) has started) 
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•   

Citrix/Terminal servers  

If the ASPECT4 client is installed on a Citrix/terminal server, it must be updated via 

an import command. 

On EG’s deployment page (e.g. http://SERVER:1045/client/) 3 'read more' buttons, 

you will find instructions on how to update the cache. Remember that when the 

import command is executed, the server name etc. must be exactly as it is written in 

the jnlp file. 

In application 0361 'System level', you can use F16 'Client Information' to see which 

path the client can be imported from (and thus also how to access EG’s deployment 

page). 

 

http://server:1045/client/

